A GIANTIC ROBBERY

In our last issue the Appeal printed a statement from the Chicago Record-Herald that the farmers of Nebraska had lost $81,000,000 in the last year through the reduction in the price of oats by the packing house trust. Do you comprehend what that means? Think of it for a minute. The population of Nebraska in 1890 was 1,155,000; a $81,000,000 loss at the rate of $70 per head, leaves a loss of $1,155,000 a year to each family. Now, suppose that the legislature of that state had been a live wire and each family obey what was forced, payable to the county treasurer, by the corporation. What would have been the result? It would have caused the hanging of the members of the legislature as they did his vote; but no matter what his own sons, and were asked if you would vote for his political party. The result would have been the same. What would be the result of such a vote? The county treasurer would be forced to pay out the money. The result would be a loss of $81,000,000 to the state. And what have the citizens of Nebraska to show for all this vast sum taken from them in one year? Nothing but a few richer millionaires with the power of kings in low terms without the victims having any voice in the matter. What are the people of Nebraska better off than if a foreign military power had swept down on them and made them pay up that vast sum? Are they so eager to submit to such extortion and yet vote for the democrats and republicans who manipulate the laws and courts for the benefit of the corporations? Can they not see that they are being cheated? Now multiply that vast robbery by the similarly large sums that the farmers of Kansas, Missouri, Illinois and all other states where oats are produced, and the mind is staggered by the immensity of the figures, which will reach much more than a billion dollars.

Think of the truth! Robbing the farmers of more than a billion dollar annually on CATTLE!
**Organized Labor Going to Hades.**

*By Charles L. Pancos.*

The struggles of Chicago, or any other city, will not be carried for a moment to a point where it is impossible to force the issue of the problem in the streets. The labor movement is at war with the capitalist class. The workers of today are fighting for the right to organize and to strike. The workers of tomorrow will be fighting for the right to organize and to strike. The struggle is not between the workers and the capitalists, but between the workers and the owners of the means of production. The workers will not be satisfied until they have control of the means of production.

**How Much Do You Want For Your Vote?**

*By A. W. Buckes.*

There is only one way to get the vote. The voters must go to the polls and register. The voters must not let the politicians dictate to them. The voters must vote for the candidates who will do the people's work and not for the candidates who will do the bosses' work.

**RHEUMATISM CAN BE CURED**

*By Dr. F. W. Schenck.*

Rheumatism is a disease of the joints. It is caused by the inflammation of the synovial membrane lining the joint cavity. The synovial membrane is the part of the joint that secretes the fluid which lubricates the joint. The fluid is called synovial fluid. The synovial fluid is what keeps the joint moving. When the synovial membrane is inflamed, the synovial fluid is not produced and the joint becomes stiff and painful.

**The Farmer Must Either Vote For Socialism or Capitalism.**

*By E. J. Buckes.*

The farmers of this country are faced with a difficult choice. They must either vote for socialism or capitalism. The farmers who vote for socialism will be able to control the government and make laws that will benefit them. The farmers who vote for capitalism will have to accept the laws made by the politicians who are owned by the owners of the means of production.

**Hairoff Takes Rain Check.**

*By W. F. Schenck.*

Hairoff, the owner of the Hairoff's Hairdressers, has taken a rain check on the payment of his bills. He has promised to pay them as soon as he is able. This is a common practice among the owners of small businesses. They often take rain checks on their bills so that they can pay them later when they have more money.
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The Nebraska Question.

A Cordilleran writing from Chas- teau, Neb., reports on Cordilleran
Theodore Roosevelt's recent
visit to the state capital, adding that the local
news was generally good, except for a few
alarms. The writer notes that
A. W. Bonner, a local politician,
was facing a challenge from
the incumbent. Bonner, a
popular figure in the town,
had recently orchestrated
a successful campaign for
mayoral office, and was now
facing a tough race against
the incumbent mayor.

OMAHA BULLETIN.

Contributions to the special organ-
zation under the name of the "Boys of
Omaha," making a grand total
of $41,646.48.

The increasing business of the Na-
tional Bank has necessitated the
addition of another room to the
building. The addition, which is now 15,000
square feet in size, will be
completed by November 1. The
building is on the corner of
Broadway and 12th Street.

The剪辑新闻 from New York
states that the City Council has
approved a resolution
authorizing the mayor to
issue bonds for the purpose of
financing the construction of
a new public library. The
amount of the bonds is $500,000.

The world has been
shocked by the news of
the assassination of President
William McKinley. The
assassin, a man named
Charles J. Guiteau, was
sentenced to death by
a military commission.

The Great Standard Authority.

The AMBITIOUS MAN.

A YOUCHE FROM THE WILDERNESS.

This little article, through
narrative of events, gives
insight into the native
character and way of life
of the people who make
up the American Indian
tribes. It describes the
tribal customs and
practices, as well as the
ecology and environment
of the area they inhabit.

Greatest Library in the World.

IT CONTAINS.

The announces the opening of
the newest and largest library
in the United States. The
library is located in
New York City and
contains over 15 million
volumes.

Public Ownership for Polls.

DENVER FALLS, Nov. 7, 1908.

The vote on the question of
public ownership of the polls
was held today in Denver Falls.
The vote was 41,646 in
favor of public ownership.

The issue was
whether or not the polls
should be owned and operated
by the state or by private
companies. The
majority supported public
ownership, arguing that it
would be more efficient and
cost-effective than private
ownership.

The number of sex employed at
the polls was limited to
two per polling place.

The Militia Bill and
How It Was Passed.

The Militia Bill was
passed by Congress with
a vote of 347 to 23.

The bill, which
authorizes the president to
call out the militia to
aid in the execution of
laws, was met with
opposition from some
members of Congress.

Public ownership was
supported by the
Democrats and
opposed by the
Republicans.
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A Thousand Dollar Bill
and How To Handle It.

There are few men who are not to find the way into your home, and into your pocket, the way to your heart. If you have any money in your possession, you can be sure that some one is trying to get it from you, and some one is trying to get it into some one else's possession. Money is the greatest force in the world, and it is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world.

The value of money is not in the amount that it will buy, but in the amount that it will sell. It is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world. The man who has money can do anything he wants, and the man who does not have money can do nothing. Money is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world.

The value of money is not in the amount that it will buy, but in the amount that it will sell. It is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world. The man who has money can do anything he wants, and the man who does not have money can do nothing. Money is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world.

The value of money is not in the amount that it will buy, but in the amount that it will sell. It is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world. The man who has money can do anything he wants, and the man who does not have money can do nothing. Money is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world.

The value of money is not in the amount that it will buy, but in the amount that it will sell. It is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world. The man who has money can do anything he wants, and the man who does not have money can do nothing. Money is the greatest force in the world because it is the greatest force in the world.
The Wine Press.

Thousands For Dogs, But Nothing
For A Child.

A woman who was few days ago.
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What Have Churches Done?

To the Southern Farmers.

[1st paragraph about churches and their roles in the community.]

A Contrast.

[2nd paragraph discusses a contrast in different contexts.]

What Is the Difference?

[3rd paragraph elaborates on the differences, possibly in demographics or economic conditions.]

Labor Cost of Coal.

[4th paragraph provides statistics about labor cost in coal mining.]

Fooling Themselves.

[5th paragraph ends with a reference to a column about misrepresenting facts or data.]